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You’ve seen the hit TV show on The CW, but those episodes are only part of the story! Barry’s adventures continue in THE
FLASH: SEASON ZERO, chronicling even more of the early adventures of the Flash and the crew at S.T.A.R. Labs. As Barry,
Cisco, Caitlin and Dr. Wells study the scope of the Flash’s power, Barry must balance his regular life with his new role as Central
City’s newest hero! With stories by The Flash executive producer Andrew Kreisberg and fellow writers behind the TV show, plus
art from Phil Hester (GREEN ARROW), Marcus To (RED ROBIN) and others, these stories take you even deeper into the world of
the hit series! This volume collects issues #1-24 of the digital series, including crossover appearances by Arrow’s Felicity Smoak
and the Suicide Squad!
In 1990, Mark Waid wrote his first Flash story. Under his keen pen, Wally West, who had already been running in the footsteps of
the Flashes who came before him, matured into a Flash in his own right. Waid brought a depth of character to The Flash that
changed him for good. As a child, Wally visits his Aunt Iris and her distinctly boring fiancŽ, the perpetually tardy Barry Allen. Things
get interesting for Wally, first when he discovers that Barry and The Flash work together, and then when an accident in BarryÕs
lab gives him powers just like his heroÕs! Young Wally is quickly in danger-not only from The FlashÕs enemies, but from the side
effects of his new powers! This first book in THE FLASH BY MARK WAID series collects THE FLASH #62-68, THE FLASH
ANNUAL #4-5, THE FLASH SPECIAL #1 and THE FLASH TV SPECIAL #1.
The lightning-fast and action-packed “Surge” story line races to its conclusion as Wally West returns to the present day with a new
perspective on the past and a reinvigorated desire to take back the mantle of the Flash. With one last hurdle to leap, Wally puts
the past behind him, but he’ll need to propel himself further and faster than ever before to do it.
Young orphan Billy Batson has bounced from foster home to foster home, but he's far from the ideal child. Brash and rude, Billy is
a troubled teen that just can't seem to find a calling. But after a fateful night on a subway car, that all will change. Brought to the
feet of the magical wizard Shazam at the Rock of Eternity, Billy is imbued with powers beyond any mortal man. By shouting the
wizard's name--Shazam!--the young teen is mystically transformed into the powerhouse known as Captain Marvel! Now given
abilities that make him Earth's Mightiest Mortal at the utterance of a simple phrase, will Billy make the right choices and do what it
takes to become a hero? Or will he succumb to the poor choices of youth--and the villainous Black Adam! Geoff Johns and Gary
Frank, the team behind the New York Times #1 best-selling graphic novel BATMAN: EARTH ONE, unite to re-invent Captain
Marvel as a part of DC Comics--The New 52. Collected here for the first time ever is the series of back-ups that ran in the pages of
Johns' critically acclaimed JUSTICE LEAGUE. Collects the Shazam! stories that originally appeared in Justice League #7-11, #0
and #14-17.
The creative team of Joshua Williamson and artists Carmine Di Giandomenico and Neil Googe proudly present THE FLASH: THE
REBIRTH COLLECTIONÑDELUXE EDITION BOOK ONE! Exploding from the pages of the blockbuster DC Universe Rebirth
event, this hardcover collects the first two paperback volumes of the acclaimed series together in one volume for the first time! The
Speed Force that fuels the incredible powers he uses as the Flash has been unleashed upon the unsuspecting citizens of Central
City, creating an entire army of speedsters. Even if the Flash trains a new team of metahuman crime-fightersÑa true Òspeed
forceÓÑwill it be enough to combat criminals who have the same godlike powers? Plus, when Kid Flash decides to prove his
abilities to Barry by investigating reports of a strange creature made of shadows in downtown Central City, he finds himself in a
whole world of trouble...literally! Suddenly, Flash, Kid Flash and Iris West all become trapped in the Shadowlands of FlashÕs old
nemesis turned ally the ShadeÑonly the Shade is no longer in control of his own shadows. Includes THE FLASH: REBIRTH #1
and THE FLASH #1-13!
It’s a new era for the Flash as Barry Allen returns to a world he doesn’t recognize anymore. Then, Barry Allen and Wally West
must battle the undead Rogues! But can even two super-speedsters stop these unbeatable foes? Plus, the Rogues reassemble to
remind the world why no one should mess with them! Collects The Flash: Rebirth #1-6, Blackest Night: The Flash #1-3 and FINAL
CRISIS: rogues revenge #1-3.
The Rogues are in revolt against their leader Captain Cold and the Flash has been thrown through time and space by the Speed
Force leaving Central City without its protector.
Originally published in single magazine form as The Flash 20-25, 23.2.
Out of time! The Flash is trapped in a bizarre, lost land terrorized by castaways from the past, present, and future. But that leaves Central City
without a hero and, even worse, an all-new murderous Flash shows up to take Barry's place. With Barry Allen trapped in the Speed Force
while an impostor wreaks havoc at home, will the Fastest Man Alive make it back in time to put things right? Collects THE FLASH #36-40 and
SECRET ORIGINS #7.
The origin and first appearances of Reverse-Flash are captured here in The Flash Rogues: Reverse-Flash. Jump on the Cosmic Treadmill
and discover the untold origin of Reverse-Flash! Who is he, and what is his relationship to Barry Allen? Secrets are revealed and questions
answered as DC Comics races through the history of Reverse-Flash. Starting with the very first appearance of Reverse-Flash that happened
in 1963! Then stretching forward to the present day for the storyline "The Button," in which a bloodstained smiley button is embedded in the
Batcave wall. What starts as a simple investigation turns deadly when the secrets of the button prove irresistible to none other than Eobard
Thawne, a.k.a Reverse-Flash. Find all this and more in The Flash Rogues: Reverse Flash! Collects The Flash #139, #283, #197, The Flash
"Rebirth" #8, The Flash: Reverse Flash #23.2, Batman #21, The Flash #25 and Who's Who #19.
When a cosmic crisis, similar to the one that killed the Flash, occurs, Barry Allen, returns from the dead to reclaim his title as The Fastest
Man Alive.
ItÕs the long-awaited throw-down with the most colorful Rogues Gallery in comics, from the acclaimed creative team of Joshua Williamson
and Carmine Di Giandomenico, in THE FLASH VOL. 3: ROGUES RELOADED! Captain Cold. Mirror Master. Golden Glider. Weather Wizard.
Heat Wave. TheyÕre five of Central CityÕs most wanted. TheyÕre the FlashÕs greatest enemies. TheyÕre the RoguesÉand theyÕve gone
quiet. Too quiet. The moment the Flash starts investigating their disappearance, their plan clicks into place. ItÕs a deadly cat-and-mouse
game that will have the Fastest Man Alive on the run across the globeÑand close to home. Is the Scarlet Speedster fast enough to stop five
diabolical crimes? Even if he is, can he and Wally WestÑKid FlashÑsurvive the secrets they uncover about WallyÕs father, the ReverseFlash, and the last man to see him aliveÉRogue veteran turned Suicide Squad recruit Captain Boomerang? Collects THE FLASH #14-20.
THE SCARLET SPEEDSTER'S ORIGIN STARTS HERE! Barry Allen is stuck in place. As a forensic scientist for the Central City police, it's
his job to catch criminals after they've committed their crimes. It's like he's lost the race before he even leaves the starting line. Then one
night lightning strikes--and everything changes. Electrocuted and doused in chemicals, Barry emerges from a coma with the force of
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incredible speed humming in his very atoms. He's faster than bullets, faster than sound, faster than anyone can imagine. And he'd better be.
Because even as Barry learns how to harness his incredible new powers, a new breed of criminal is stalking Central City. Some can slow him
to a standstill. Others can freeze him in place. Still others run so hot and so fast he can't see them coming. The race is on for one of the DC
Universe's most iconic superheroes to become the legend he is destined to be. Collects The Flash #70-75
Four of the most critically acclaimed writers in comicsÑGeoff Johns, Grant Morrison, Greg Rucka and Mark WaidÑare joined by breakdown
artist Keith Giffen and a host of the industryÕs finest pencillers and inkers to create this unprecedented event in comics history. DCÕs
groundbreaking publication of the weekly comic 52 tells the story of a ÒmissingÓ year in the DC UniverseÑin real time. The cataclysmic
events of INFINITE CRISIS have left the world without its three biggest iconsÑSuperman, Batman and Wonder Woman_and the question is
asked: who will stand up in their absence? Now, in the first of two volumes, 52 is collected with bonus material after each chapter, including
concept designs, page breakdowns, scripts, alternate story elements, and more! Collects 52 #1-26.
"Originally published in single magazine form in the Flash #1-7, The Flash secret files and origins 2010"--T.p. verso.
"Now that the Crime Syndicate's reign of terror is finally at an end, the Fastest Man Alive is more determined than ever to catch the countless
criminals they released from Iron Heights-and stop the killer who's using weapons stolen from the Flash's rogues gallery to commit his
crimes. In between, he's even trying to guide a troubled kid named Wally West back to the right path. But with each daring rescue and bulletdodging battle, it feels like the time is slipping through his fingersÉ. Éand years from now, his time has run out. A darker, more driven Flash is
working backwards through time to fix his forerunner's mistakes and save the lives he was too late to save-by any means necessary. His
friends and enemies alike barely recognize him. That's because he's harboring a terrible secret about the Speed Force that fuels him. A
secret that's set him on a collision courseÉwith himselfÉ Writers Robert Venditti & Van Jensen (GREEN LANTERN) join artist Brett Booth
(NIGHTWING) launch an all-new era-and present the New 52 debut of Wally West-in THE FLASH VOL. 6: OUT OF TIME ! Collects THE
FLASH #30-35, THE FLASH ANNUAL, and THE FLASH: FUTURES END #1."

Struck by a bolt of lightning and doused in chemicals, police scientist Barry Allen was transformed into the Fastest Man
Alive and Central City's hero. With stunning art and a brand new cover illustration by Francis Manapul, The Flash:
Starting Line is the definitive Scarlet Speedster adventure for and an excellent jumping on point. Saving the world has
earned the Flash some powerful enemies--in fact, a gallery of them. Captain Cold, Heat Wave, Mirror Master, Glider, the
Trickster and Weather Wizard, a group of super-villains known as the Rogues, live their lives to pillage and steal from
Central City... with only one man standing in their way. This now legendary tale from the acclaimed creative team of
Manapul and co-writer Brian Buccellato reimagines the Flash for a brand new era in the most accesible graphic novels in
the character's history, feauturing an exclusive new cover illustration from Francis Manapul! Collects The Flash #0-12
and The Flash Annual #1. The DC Essential Edition series of graphic novels highlights the best standalone stories the
medium has to offer featuring comics' greatest characters. These trade paperback editions focus on the easiest entry
points DC has in its vast library, with seminal, groundbreaking tales that transcend the printed page. Start with the
Essentials.
With no powers, no backup and no other choice, Barry Allen and the other former Flashes face the deadliest threat
they’ve ever encountered-Wally West. Possessed by an evil force trapped for thousands of years inside the Speed
Force, Barry turns to his greatest foes’ weapons to save the young man he loves like a son. In the end, how much will
Barry sacrifice to save the former Kid Flash?
When Barry Allen returns from the Speed Force as the Flash, his reunion is met with mixed emotions, and his personal
energy field becomes tainted with a black aura that is slowly destroying him.
Struck by a bolt of lightning and doused in chemicals, Central City Police scientist Barry Allen was transformed into the
fastest man alive. Tapping into the energy field called the Speed Force, he applies a tenacious sense of justice to protect
and serve the world as the Flash! The Fastest Man Alive returns in the New 52 with writer/artist team Francis Manapul
and Brian Buccellato. The Flash knows he can't be everywhere at once, but he has seemingly met his match when he
faces DC Comic's hottest new super-villain, Mob Rule, who really can be everywhere at once! As Mob Rule wages a
campaign of crime across Central City, including an electromagnetic blast that plunges the city into darkness, the Flash
learns that the only way he can capture Mob Rule and save Central City is to learn how to make his brain function even
faster than before--but as much as his new moves help him, they also comes with a steep price. This volume collects
issues 1-8.
After years spent on the hunt for vengeance, one of the Flash's oldest friends has returned, while the Flash's most
dangerous enemy plans an escape from prison and the Flash himself discovers incredible new powers within himself.
Part of the most critically acclaimed, best-selling, all-new line of volume one graphic novels, DC Universe Rebirth! His
name is Barry Allen, and he’s the Fastest Man Alive. But he’s also so much more. As he learns more about the Speed
Force that fuels his incredible powers, the Flash is also discovering secrets about his past beyond anything he’d ever
dreamed-how he created a Flashpoint that changed history and helped create a new world, watched over by forces
unknown. And when the same Speed Force that flows through him is unleashed all over Central City, striking cops,
criminals and ordinary civilians alike, it’s up to the Flash to train this new wave of speedsters to use their amazing
abilities wisely. But while some may become his partners in crime-fighting-forming a true “Speed Force”-others will use
their godlike powers for a more sinister purpose. And the Flash is about to learn that there’s some evil even he can’t
outrun… The race is on as writer Joshua Williamson (DEATHSTROKE) and artist Carmine di Giandomenico (All New XFactor) present THE FLASH VOL. 1: LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE-the starting line of a bold new era for the Scarlet
Speedster, bursting from the blockbuster DC Universe Rebirth event! Collects THE FLASH: REBIRTH #1 and THE
FLASH #1-8.
The Flash Vol. 1: Move Forward (the New 52)Dc Comics
Struck by a bolt of lightning and doused in chemicals, Central City Police scientist Barry Allen was transformed into the
fastest man alive.- Tapping into the energy field called The Speed Force, he applies a tenacious sense of justice to
protect an serve the world as The Flash! The Flash's Rogue's Gallery are back--but they are more powerful than ever
and they're each looking to take down the Fastest Man Alive! Who is behind their sudden organization and why are they
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also after their former leader, Captain Cold? The Flash must think fast if he can outrun and survive their attack! Collects
issues #9-12, #0, and Annual #1
The earliest adventures of the Flash-police scientist Barry Allen and star of the hit TV series THE FLASH on the CW!
These classic stories from the 1950s tell the origin of the Flash, his discovery of his incredible super-speed, and the
introductions of the first of his "Rogues Gallery" of super-villains-including Captain Cold, Gorilla Grodd and Weather
Wizard, the Pied Piper, Mirror Master and Mr. Element. Also in this volume, witness the debut appearances of fellow
heroes Kid Flash and the Elongated Man! Collects SHOWCASE #4, #8 and #14, and THE FLASH #105-112.
In 1990, Mark WaidÕs legendary writing career began when he scripted his first issue of THE FLASH. Waid continued to
work on Wally West for nearly a decade, building a world that would keep the character running for years after WaidÕs
departure to other titles. Under his keen pen, Wally West gained a new depth of character that changed THE FLASH for
good. In this book, Wally is dealing with the aftermath of Professor ZoomÕs return only to have his friends from the Teen
Titans, Nightwing and Starfire, show up in Central City. HeÕs only just getting his feet back under him when his world is
turned upside down again, this time with lawsuit from a woman who claimed the Flash failed to save her due to
negligence. What is a superhero to do when faced with public scrutiny? Was the Flash at fault, or was there something
more nefarious at work? This third volume of THE FLASH BY MARK WAID series collects THE FLASH #80-94.
His powers failing him, The Flash tries to travel through time and change the one event that destroyed his life.
In his hometown of Central City, The Flash--a.k.a. Barry Allen--is constantly deflecting the criminal schemes of his
Rogue's Gallery. Money hungry, cunning and powerful, these villains have the Scarlet Speedster running at a pace faster
than even the world's fastest man is used to. But when Gorilla Grodd and his army descend on Central City, The Flash
will have to contend with a threat he's not used to: murderous, ruthless and without principle. With mammoth strength
and mind-control powers, Grodd will not stop until he conquers the city with its heroes blood on his hands. Knowing full
well he cannot defeat this new foe alone, The Flash will have to turn to his former enemies, the Rogues, if he wants to
keep himself and Central City alive. Collects THE FLASH #13-19.
As part of the DC Comics-The New 52, the first six issues of the star-spanning series from superstar writer Geoff Johns
and artist Doug Mahnke is collected here in hardcover! In the aftermath of a deadly showdown between the Green
Lantern Corps and a mysterious foe from the past, Hal Jordan has been stripped of his ring. Left standing is an
unexpected new Green Lantern in town: Sinestro! And now, this renegade GL has set a course for Korugar with one
purpose: To free his homeworld from the scourge of his own Sinestro Corps, with the not-so-willing help of Hal Jordan!
The volume collects issues 1-6 of Green Lantern, part of the DC Comics-The New 52 event.
"Originally published in single magazine form as The Flash annual, The Flash 263-29."
A part of DC Rebirth! A new storm brews over Central City and disproves the old adage about lightning never, well...you
know. Just as Barry begins to feel overwhelmed fighting crime, a new speedster debuts--but just where did this amazing
new friend come from? Spinning directly out of the epic events of DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, the Fastest Man Alive finds
himself at the center of a DC Universe at a crossroads. From up-and-coming writer Joshua Williamson (Illuminati, Red
Skull) and illustrator Carmine Di Giandomenico comes THE FLASH VOL. 2! Collects issues #9-13. Rebirth honors the
richest history in comics, while continuing to look towards the future. These are the most innovative and modern stories
featuring the world's greatest superheroes, told by some of the finest storytellers in the business. Honoring the past,
protecting our present, and looking towards the future. This is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the DC Universe.
The legacy continues.
"KID FLASH OF TWO WORLDS!" In this single-issue tale, Wally West meets Wally West! The original Kid Flash meets
his cousin for the very first time in this special issue, which continues The Flashes' investigation into the events that
began in DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH #1.
Forming a Legion of Zoom-including Captain Cold, the Turtle, Gorilla Grodd, and the Trickster-the Reverse-Flash sets out to not
only beat Barry Allen, but also assume his life! Can the Fastest Man Alive keep up with the attacks around Central City, when
everyone and everything he loves is in danger? With his greatest enemy calling on Barry’s children from the future, the Tornado
Twins, the Flash Family steps up to help the hero as he faces his biggest battle ever. Collects issues #756-762.
Not a dream, not an imaginary story, not an elseworld. This is Flash Fact: When Barry Allen wakes at his desk, he discovers the
world has changed. Family is alive, loved ones are strangers and close friends are different, gone or worse. It's a world on the
brink of a cataclysmic war--but where are Earth's Greatest Heroes to stop it? It's a place where America's last hope is Cyborg, who
intends to gather the forces of the Outsider, the Secret 7, Shazam, Citizen Cold and other new and familiar—yet altered--faces! It's
a world that could be running out of time, if the Flash can't find the villain who altered the timeline! Collects FLASHPOINT #1-5.
Recounts the origins of Barry Allen's greatest foe, Eobard Thawne, or Professor Zoom, as the Flash deals with a new hero, Hot
Pursuit, whose special motorcycle makes him as fast as the Flash and who blames one of Allen's family for a crime.
The Speed Force is dead, doom has gripped the Earth, and the Flash lives in a nightmare! Powered up by Lex Luthor’s offer,
Captain Cold led his team to their ultimate victory over Central City. The Rogues have reshaped reality itself into their own
kingdoms of cruelty-Heat Wave’s volcanic territory, Weather Wizard’s floating armory of the elements, and at the center of it all,
the icy castle of Captain Cold. But there is hope in the darkness, as the Flash battles his way back from the brink and discovers a
way to reverse the Rogues’ reign once and for all. But with his powers out of control, can he outrun the inevitable? Collects The
Flash #82-87.
All your favorite Star Wars characters - from Luke Skywalker to Darth Vader to the Ewoks, in sensational adventures first
published a long time ago and far, far away - in Britain in the '70s and '80s! Now, for the first time, these rarely seen tales are
collected in a single hardcover - along with a veritable treasure trove of UK-exclusive covers, pinups, posters, articles, interviews,
star profiles, activities and other goodies never before seen by American eyes! Savor early stories by classic British creators, tales
slated for the U.S. series but never published in America and fascinating Star Wars rarities you didn't know existed! COLLECTING:
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STAR WARS WEEKLY 60, 94-99, 104-115; EMPIRE STRIKES BACK MONTHLY 149, 151, 153-157; STAR WARS MONTHLY
159; EWOKS ANNUAL 1989; STAR WARS: THE OFFICIAL COLLECTORS' MAGAZINE; MATERIAL FROM PIZZAZZ 10-16; UK
EXCLUSIVE COVERS, PINUPS, ARTICLES
THE FASTEST MAN ALIVE! Struck by a bolt of lightning and doused in chemicals, police scientist Barry Allen was transformed
into the Fastest Man Alive. Now, he's Central City's favorite superhero, using his incredible abilities to fight crime and protect his
city's citizens as the Flash! But saving the world has earned the Flash some powerful enemies: Gorilla Grodd, the impossibly
strong and intelligent King of Gorilla City, Captain Cold, Heat Wave, Mirror Master, Glider--along with the rest of the super-villains
that make up the Rogues. And then there's his most dangerous enemy of all...someone whose abilities are equal to the Flash's,
who draws his power from the same source: the mysterious energy field known as the Speed Force. The Scarlet Speedster is in
for the race of his life to defeat a nemesis who represents the opposite of everything he holds dear! The acclaimed creative team
of Francis Manapul and Brian Buccellato reimagined the Fastest Man Alive for a brand new era, and their high-speed adventure
has become an instant classic with both critics and fans alike. Now, their legendary run is collected in its entirety for the first time in
this omnibus hardcover edition!
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